
Enterprise Data Catalog
Make knowledge your 
superpower

data.world is the enterprise data catalog for your 
modern data stack. Find and understand the data 
and analysis you need, wherever it lives – across 
sources and formats. Our cloud-native SaaS  
platform leverages the power of the knowledge 
graph to make data discovery, governance,  
and analysis easy.

Data Mesh

Make it easy for your team to 
search for, understand, and 
build trusted data products 
that actually get used by  
data consumers.

DataOps

Streamline processes and 
pipelines to unlock the 
seamless flow of information 
between data producers, 
consumers, and systems.

Semantic Layer

Align on definitions with the 
catalog that understands 
relationships between data 
assets, business concepts, 
and people.

Data  
Discovery

Connect all your tools and 
data sources to create a 
business-friendly one-stop 
library for all your important 
data and metadata assets.

Agile Data 
Governance

Empower stakeholders from 
across the business to 
participate in an inclusive data 
enablement process that 
prioritizes results.

Cloud Data 
Migration

Ensure business continuity  
and visibility at every stage of 
the migration process so you 
realize a quicker return on your 
cloud data investment.
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Top concept

Order

Popularity

Synonyms

Related people Related resources

Business Concept in Business Concepts @business

Popular

Retail Orders, Sales Orders, Placed Orders

User’s name (role)

User’s name (role)

A purchase transaction from a customer of one or more products, including 
retail orders purchased online, in person, or in bulk.

RETAIL_ORDER

Net Revenue

Order Data Product

See 6 more related resources
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DAYS TO SHIP SCHEDULED

SALES#

CATEGORY#

ORDER DATE#

RTL_ORD_STG ANL#

ECOMMERCE-DB

MERCHANDISE#

CATEGORYID#

ORDERID#

CUSTOMERID#

TAX#

RETAIL_ORDER

SHIPPING#

MERCHANDISE#

CATEGORYID#

ORDERID#

CUSTOMERID#

TAX#

DAYS TO SHIP SCHEDULED

Status

Calculation Formula

A P P R O V E D

CASE

WHEN

WHEN

WHEN

WHEN

END

[Ship Mode]


“Same Day” THEN 0


“First Class” THEN 1


“Second Class” THEN 3


“Standard Class” THEN 6


True Extensibility
 

Connect to any solution in your data ecosystem, including data warehousing, observability, lineage, 
BI, and more. data.world’s knowledge graph underpinning enables the seamless incorporation of 

new data tools into your workflow so new silos don’t develop.

Meet Eureka™
 

Experience the power of the knowledge graph  
with Eureka™, a suite of catalog features that 
accelerate implementation and onboarding, power 
interactive technical lineage, and add context to 
your data exploration.

Model Anything
 

Model any type of asset and integrate across the 
entire data stack. data.world’s flexible metadata 
model means you can catalog new sources and 
represent unique systems , relationships,  
or properties tailored to your business.
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SELECT 
AS 

FROM 
JOIN ON 
UNION


SELECT date AS 

online_order.date, orderid, merchandise, tax, shipping AS shipping_paid, 


       shipping_invoices_current_refresh.ship_cost actual_shipping


online_order


shipping_invoices_current_refresh shipping_invoices_current_refresh. online_order.


additional_sales_orders. , orderid_merchandise, tax, shipping shipping_paid,

‘order’ = 

10,000+ query results (2.38 seconds)  View Log Download

date # orderid # merchandise # tax # shipping_paid # actual_shipping

1 2019-12-31 2334456 89.9 6.29 26.94

2 2019-12-31 2334456 89.9 6.29 26.94

3 2019-12-31 2334456 89.9 6.29 26.94

4 2019-12-31 2334456 89.9 6.29 26.94

5 2019-12-31 2334456 89.9 6.29 26.94

6 2019-12-31 2334456 89.9 6.29 26.94

7 2019-12-31 2334456 89.9 6.29 26.94

DETAILS VERSIONS

ABOUT THIS QUERY

Last Updated 3 months ago

Created last year

Creator @username

Shared With Project viewers

Type SQL

DESCRIPTION

Federated join between 3 datasets - 

virtualized Snowflake retail sales data 

including shipping charges to 

customers, virtualized PostgreSQL 

Salesforce.com additional sales data, 

and SQL Server UPS spreasheet 

shipping cost data.

Edit

Run query

"A data scientist actually wasted 
seven days trying to find data by 
asking around. They found the 
data they wanted within 30 
seconds in data.world." 

– Rupal Sumaria, Head of Data Governance 
at Penguin Random House UK

data.world named a leader in The 

Forrester Wave™: Enterprise Data 

Catalogs for DataOps, Q2 2022

Learn more now →

See what else data.world can do.  
Schedule a personalized demo: 

data.world/schedule-a-demo/

https://data.world/product/schedule-a-demo/

